
Auchindoun

... They All Fall Down

Defeat Soulbinder Nyami after defeating 12 fallen Auchenai protectors within 3

seconds in Auchindoun on Heroic difficulty.

 Kill any Twisted Magus and Spiteful Arbiter adds that she summons.

 DO NOT KILL or damage any Malefic Defender adds that she summons.

 Someone must KITE these adds WITHOUT dealing damage to them.

 Continue kiting them until you have 12 (15+ is preferred to have a safe cushion).

 This can take 12-15 minutes, easily.

 All adds must die within 3 seconds of each other.

 Adds have ~165K HP (fairly fragile).

 You can track achievement to make sure you get credit (text should go from red

to white).

Demon’s Souls (optional)

Defeat Azzakel in Auchindoun on Heroic difficulty without killing any other demons

during the encounter.

 Blow all offensive CDs (including potions and Heroism) at the start of the fight.

 Single-target. NO AOE.

 If boss reaches demon-summoning phase, you can CC/interrupt the adds, but

DO NOT KILL.

No Tag-Backs (optional)

Defeat Teron'gor in Auchindoun on Heroic difficulty while under the effects of

Curtain of Flame.

 Curtain of Flame comes from the previous boss, Azzakel, so no second chances.

 Curtain of Flame spreads to all players within 5 yards when it ticks for damage

(every 4.5 seconds).

 2 players must ping-pong the debuff between each other to keep it refreshed.

 We will use the 2 melee. If one must run from abyssal, the other should slide over

to the tank.

 This is individual, not group-wide. Everyone must stack within 5 yards and get

the buff to get credit.

 When boss is almost dead, we will all stack up and burst to end the fight. I will

try to save a healing CD to counter the extra damage.



Iron Docks

Militaristic, Expansionist

Defeat Fleshrender Nok'gar in Iron Docks on Heroic difficulty, while Siegemaster

Olugar, Pitwarden Gwarnok, and Champion Druna remain alive and in the fight.

Cheese Method: (easier)

 Pull each mini-boss individually. DO NOT KILL MINI-BOSS, only the trash that

comes with it.

 When trash dies, run out of instance to reset surviving mob (mini-boss).

 Repeat until all the trash is dead and only the mini-bosses and the boss remain

alive.

 Use Shroud of Concealment to get behind the boss.

 Pull the boss, but not the 3 mini-bosses. Once the boss is at low health (~5%),

then pull all 3 mini-bosses.

Non-Cheese Method: (VERY tanking/healing intensive)

 Pull each mini-boss individually. DO NOT KILL MINI-BOSS, only the trash that

comes with it.

 When trash dies, pull the next mini-boss.

 Repeat until all the trash is dead and only the mini-bosses and the boss remain

alive.

 Pull the boss. Focus the boss, ignore the mini-bosses.

 Once boss is dead, kill mini-bosses.

Expert Timing

Slay 4 Ogron Laborers that are not in combat using a single Iron Star in Iron Docks

on Heroic Difficulty.

Cheese Method:

 A stealthed player can stand near the desired stopping point. This will cause the

Ogron to stop and “investigate” the area. Rogue (use Distract) is ideal, but Night

Elf or Stealthman should also work, in theory.

Non-Cheese Method:

 Jump in the farthest Iron Star and wait for the 4 laborers to patrol in such a way

that they are all lined up.

 Launch and pray.



Take Cover!

Defeat Skulloc in Iron Docks on Heroic difficulty without any players getting hit by

Cannon Barrage or Backdraft.

Cheese Method Bonus Tips:

 If your dps is good enough to bring down Skulloc before his first Barrage goes

off you can ignore the mini-bosses until Skulloc is dead and still get the

achievement (no barrages or backfires to dodge).

 If you are on the Inn quest Bloody Expensive (from Moroes) you can use the

acidic solution to cause the boss to take 50% bonus damage for 10 seconds. Line

this up with Heroism/CDs for huge burst.

 If we go with the burst method, I will go elemental instead of restoration for

added damage.

Non-Cheese Method:

 Pop Heroism and all dps CDs/potions and burn down mini-boss Koramar ASAP.

 After Koramar is dead, cleave off of Skulloc. Zoggosh should die to the

incidental damage quickly.

 When you get knocked back before Cannon Barrage, make a beeline for the

SECOND set of boxes. The ones in the back may be hit by backdraft.

 After the first barrage, someone with a speed boost should be able to reach the

boss before the second barrage. (Venoym tank with Speed of Light?)



Shadowmoon Burial Grounds

What’s Your Sign?

Defeat Sadana Bloodfury while only having the runes that correspond to her active

lunar cycle lit in Shadowmoon Burial Grounds on Heroic difficulty.

 Bring boss to low health, but do not kill while waiting for second Dark Eclipse.

 There are 24 total runes of three types. 8 each of: Wings, Claws, Tail.

 During Eclipse phase, one type of rune will temporarily light up. All 8 of this type

of rune must be left intact, and all 16 of the others must be destroyed (step on

them).

 Stepping on them cause a high amount of damage. Step on the moon symbol on

the floor during Eclipse in order to get an 8s buff that reduces damage taken by

80%. If you do not have this buff be ready with a personal defensive CD and

healing potion.

 Save CDs to finish off the boss after the runes are destroyed.

Icky Ichors

Defeat Bonemaw after having fed him 25 Corpse Skitterlings in Shadowmoon Burial

Grounds on Heroic difficulty.

 Corpse Skitterlings spawn in the hallway prior to the boss.

 Skitterlings must be kited, not tanked, as much as possible.

 Skitterlings are VERY FRAGILE (~95K HP), so NOAOE DAMAGE.

 DO NOT KILLANY SKITTERLINGS.

 Skitterlings can be slowed, stunned, or rooted with anything that doesn’t deal

damage (Ring of Frost, Capacitor Totem, Earthgrab/Earthbind Totem, Blinding

Light).

 Once killed (including the boss’ Inhale) they will not respawn, so no second

chances.

 Boss must be defeated after inhaling them, so a wipe means failure.

Suggested Method:

 Askevar will tank the large adds while the rest of the group (minus Venoym) kills

them with single-target damage.

 Venoym will kite the Skitterlings using a combination of Righteous Fury, Flash of

Light, and Blinding Light (unless he knows a better way). His goal is to maintain

threat on the Skitterlings and keep them as far from the rest of the group as

possible while dealing NO DAMAGE to them.

 We can help Venoym kite with Ring of Frost, Capacitor Totem, or Earthgrab

Totem if needed as long as he can keep threat through it.

 We will work our way down the hallway using this method until all of the big

adds are dead and we are kiting 25-30 skitterlings.

 Once we start the hallway crawl we will be unable to break combat until after the

boss is dead, so do your best to help me conserve mana (survival CDs, healing

potions, dispels, don’t take avoidable damage, etc.).



Souls of the Lost

Defeat Ner'zhul after slaying 2 Ritual of Bones skeletons within 5 seconds of each

other in Shadowmoon Burial Grounds on Heroic difficulty.

 Ritual of Bones Skeletons are the skeletons in the gigantic shadow wall mechanic.

You normally kill one to create an opening.

 We need to kill them on only one wave (not every time) to get credit.

 Skeletons have ~304K HP.

 Skeletons must die within 5 seconds of one another.

 The tank will quickly mark two adjacent targets as Skull and X.

 We will bring X to low health (~5-10%), then kill Skull before finishing off X.

(The final 5-10% is roughly 15-30K HP, so it should be in one-shot range.)

 Cleaving/Multidotting is fine, but be careful not to kill one early.

 Melee will have to kite backwards to stay out of the shadow.



Grimrail Depot

This is Why We Can’t Have Nice Things

Defeat Railmaster Rocketspark and Borka the Brute after destroying all of the

Priceless Paraphernalia in Grimrail Depot on Heroic difficulty.

 There are 4 crates of priceless paraphernalia scattered around the room. We will

mark them with world markers before we pull.

 The crates are destroyed by aiming Borka’s charge (Mad Dash) at them.

 Borka MUST NOT DIE until all 4 are destroyed.

 Failing to interrupt Rocketspark with the Mad Dash gives him a stacking damage

increase (Locking On), which I will attempt to heal through. Do your best to stay

out of the blast zones.

 We will attempt to destroy 2 crates with the charge before using the dash to

interrupt Rocketspark.

 We will then destroy the final 2 crates before finishing the fight normally.

No Ticket

Defeat Nitrogg Thundertower after abruptly removing 20 enemies from the Grimrail

in Grimrail Depot on Heroic difficulty.

 The enemies are “abruptly removed” by knocking them over the side of the train

using a pushback effect.

 Class effects make this easier, but we may not have any.

 The Blackrock Grenades dropped by the Grom’kar Grenadier can be used to

knock enemies off, also.

 The Blackrock Mortar from Grom’kar Boomer might also work, but I saw no

mention of pushback in its spell effects, so maybe not (?). We’ll find out.

 Adds will need to be very close (< 3 yards) to the edge to be knocked off, by

grenades, so the tank must be careful not to fall over the side while positioning

them.

 Both elite and non-elite adds count.

 Adds DO NOT need to be pushed off all at once, just 20 total.

 Adds will continue to spawn, so we can just count off our 20 before finishing the

boss.


